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One of the most visible threats to China arises from an internal issue: disputes between the Han 
Chinese and Muslim Uyghur separatists, most of whom live in Xinjiang in north-west China. This 
antipathy is not new, but the willingness of some Uyghurs to use violence has increased markedly 
in the last ten years. There have been serious attacks reported in towns and cities in Xinjiang in 
1992, 1997, 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2014. In December 2013, an attack by Uyghurs took place in 
Tiananmen Square in Beijing itself, and this was followed in March 2014 with an incident in Kunming, 
Yunnan State.

Some Uyghurs’ awareness of global radical Islamist ideology has increased2: more importantly 
perhaps, global radical Islamists have taken growing notice of the situation in Xinjiang. After the 
2009 riots in Urumqi, where at least 200 people were killed, Al Qa’ida called for retaliation and ‘jihad’ 
against the Chinese regime3. In 2014, an Al Qa’ida online magazine stated that Beijing is waging a 
“war by proxy against Muslims.” In July 2014, Abu Bakr al Baghdadi, the leader of Islamic State, 
stated that Muslim rights “are being forcibly seized in China, India and Palestine.”  

There is also evidence of a growing radical Islamist focus on fomenting insurgencies in Central 
Asia, an area where many Chinese companies work. For some time, there have been relatively 
large numbers of Central Asian Islamists fighting in South Asia and the Middle East. It seems that 
there is an increasing appetite on the part of the Islamists to use these trained fighters to instigate 
insurgency in their home countries4.  

For internal and regional reasons, therefore, China – its companies and assets – is high on the 
targeting lists of radical Islamist groups.

1 According to TFRM figures, around 95 Chinese expatriates have been kidnapped in this period. 

2 Some analysts make much of alleged links between the East Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM) and the Turkestan Islamic Party (TIP) and global jihadi groups.

3 http://archive.indianexpress.com/news/alqaeda-threatens-china-with-jihad-in-retaliation-for-urumqi-riots/526675/

4 See International Crisis Group Briefing No. 72 “Syria calling: Radicalisation in Central Asia”, Bishkek/Brussels 20 January 2015. 

Almost 100 Chinese 
citizens working overseas 
have been kidnapped 
since 2001.

The majority of kidnaps have been in Africa 
in such countries as Nigeria, Ethiopia, Sudan, 
Angola, Zambia and Cameroon. There have 
also been cases in the Middle East in Libya, 
Egypt and Yemen; in Pakistan; and in South 
East Asia in countries such as Myanmar, 
Malaysia and the Philippines.1 

The threat to Chinese companies and 
individuals working overseas has increased 
significantly over the last twenty years. This 
is due to a number of factors, external and 
internal.



Case study -   
Cameroon
In May 2014, ten Chinese employees of a 
Chinese road construction company were 
kidnapped by Boko Haram in northern 
Cameroon, close to the border with north-
east Nigeria. The kidnappers cut off power 
sources before they struck, and attacked 
the Cameroonian security forces providing 
protection. After a firefight with security forces, 
which injured two civilians (one Chinese, one 
Cameroonian), the kidnappers withdrew with 
the hostages and supplies of explosives from 
the road construction site. All the Chinese 
hostages were released five months later, 
along with a number of other hostages who 
had been abducted in a separate incident.

Exposure and geo-political stance
China’s massive and expanding economy needs resources to sustain the levels of growth that are 
expected of it. This has led China to send its companies overseas on a very large scale.5 

The number of Chinese citizens working overseas is unclear – official figures show the number has 
increased from around 30,000 in the late 1970s/early 1980s to over a million in 20146. Other sources 
estimate that there are at least a million Chinese expatriates working in Africa alone.7 

China’s massive demand for resources has played a large part in shaping its geo-political stance: in 
order to extract the resources on the scale required, China needs above all else stability.  

Instability is an impediment to successful resource extraction. Unfortunately, many of the 
countries in which Chinese companies have to work are characterized by unrest, instability 
and even insurgency. It is important to note that, while China works in some countries with a 
predominantly radical Islamist threat (e.g., Iraq, Algeria, Libya, Pakistan), it also works in other 
countries where the unrest or insurgency comes from different quarters, e.g., economic grievance, 
ethnic differences, separatism. This can be seen in countries as diverse as Myanmar, Thailand,  
Sri Lanka, Colombia, Bolivia, Peru, Nepal, Nigeria, Angola and Cameroon.8

5 For example, see http://chinainafrica.co.uk.  “Chinese African trade topped $106 billion in 2010, making it the continent’s biggest single trading partner.“ 

6 Sources for official figures: RA Consultants Ltd report to Terra Firma Risk Management LLP, February 2015; and http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/article/statistic/  According to these sources, the vast 

majority (over 70%) of Chinese expatriates work in Asia (particularly Japan and Korea), but almost 15% work in Africa, while approximately 6% and 3% work in Europe and Latin America respectively.

7 See “China’s Second Continent: How a Million Migrants Are Building a New Empire in Africa” by Howard French. Knopf. 2014. Howard French is a former New York Times Africa correspondent 

who speaks Mandarin. The discrepancy in figures between official and unofficial sources may be explained by the fact that official sources appear not to include Chinese workers who went to African 

countries, or stayed on in Africa, individually rather than as corporate employees.

8 That’s not to say that radical Islamist movements do not often have their roots, at a local level, in economic grievance, lack of representation, ethnic and separatist issues, etc. Most radical Islamist 

movements are based on (largely secular) local grievances.



Case study -   
Pakistan
In August 2008, two Chinese engineers 
working in Dir district of north-west Pakistan 
were kidnapped while returning from a work 
task. They were kidnapped by a faction of the 
Tehrik-i-Taliban led by Mullah Fazlullah.

One of the telecoms engineers, who worked 
for Zhongxing Telecom Equipment Company, 
escaped after seven weeks. The second 
engineer was released after five months.

A previous case in Pakistan did not end so 
happily. In 2004, two Chinese engineers 
working on the Gomal Zam Dam were 
kidnapped with their driver and bodyguard 
in South Waziristan, close to the Afghanistan 
border. The driver and bodyguard were later 
released. Pakistani forces rescued one of the 
engineers several days later but the other 
engineer was killed during the rescue attempt.

Visibility
China’s tendency to work in states where there is instability or insurgency leads China to partner 
governments that are deemed, sometimes by large sections of the population, to be repressive.  
China’s role in these countries is often acutely visible – Chinese companies are not only seen to be 
accessing the resources, but also building the road infrastructure to reach the resources in the first 
place.  

Western development, on the other hand, tends to be smaller-scale and, to some extent, hidden 
because it is usually conducted through local partners. The West has, perhaps, learned a hard 
lesson in Afghanistan: development (sometimes called “hearts and minds”) only goes so far in 
buying friendship. If it shows that you are aiding the insurgents’ enemy (‘the State’), it can make you 
an enemy too. Chinese companies are often perceived as allies of an unpopular state, and are thus 
a potential target for airing grievances or for physical attack.
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Prevention, Preparedness, Response, Recovery
Terra Firma Risk Management provides risk and crisis management support to businesses,  
private individuals, governments and organizations worldwide. Our specialist advisers have handled 
over 600 critical incidents, including kidnapping, wrongful detention, malicious product tampering, 
extortion and maritime piracy. Our clients receive a discreet and personal service tailored to their 
needs. 

We are retained by XL Group, a leading global insurance company, to provide their policy-holders 
with comprehensive pre-incident support and advice and an exclusive, guaranteed crisis response.

It has become increasingly clear over the last 
decade that Chinese companies will receive little 
direct, concrete assistance from the Chinese 
government in terms of responding to security 
crises abroad. This is a major change for 
Chinese corporates who, in domestic settings, 
can rely on the Chinese government and law 
enforcement agencies to provide full support. 
Overseas, Chinese companies will be expected 
to respond to kidnaps or other crises themselves, 
with minimal assistance from, or involvement 
of, the Chinese state. Chinese companies are 
becoming more accustomed to transferring risk 
through insurance and taking advantage of the 
expertise available in the international market 
from specialist advisers.

Solutions for Chinese 
companies
The Chinese economy’s demand for 
resources is likely to remain relatively 
high, albeit with fluctuations. China’s 
foreign policy is unlikely to change 
markedly either. 

Chinese companies, however, can take positive 
steps to improve their ability to operate safely 
and effectively in a difficult environment. 
Companies that understand the political 
environment and develop strategies to mitigate 
and manage threats will be more successful than 
those that don’t. Success is unlikely to lie in a 
purely security response. The ability to analyze 
the political and security situation and shape the 
threat through local diplomacy and building local 
acceptance will likely be the keys to success for 
such companies.

Effective preparedness and planning at 
corporate and country levels for managing 
kidnaps and other crises have become vital for 
Chinese companies working in many emerging 
markets. Safeguarding profitability and corporate 
reputations can depend on such preparedness 
and planning.
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